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ABSTRACT
To address difficulties with affect dysregulation in youth diagnosed
with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), we designed and developed
an end-to-end vibrotactile breathing pacer system and evaluated its
usability. In this paper we describe the system architecture and the
features we deployed for this system based on expert advice and re-
views. Through piloting this system with one child diagnosed with
ASD, we learned that our system was used in ways we did and did
not anticipate. For example, the paced-breathing personalization
procedure did not meet the attention span of the pilot participant
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Figure 1: FAR system architecture: A vibrotactile breathing pacer that supports interaction between two breathing pacer de-
vices, an iOS app, and a REDCap server.

but two instead of one pacer devices encouraged caregiver’s in-
volvement. This paper details our learnings and concludes with a
list of system design guidelines at the system architecture level. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first fully functional vibro-
tactile system designed for ASD children that withstood usability
testing in vitro for two weeks.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); Haptic devices; User studies; Empirical studies in
HCI; • Computer systems organization → Sensors and actua-
tors; • Hardware→ PCB design and layout; Sensors and actuators.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Affect dysregulation, which refers to a failure to successfully man-
age one’s unwanted and often negative emotions, moods, or stress,

is a known challenge for many people [34–36], especially for neu-
rodiverse populations such as individuals diagnosed with autism
spectrum disorder (ASD). Such individuals show greater affect dys-
regulation than the general population, and youth with ASD are
especially at risk because affect dysregulation can have a major neg-
ative impact on their future development. Youth with ASD have a
harder time utilizing cognitive-based approaches than neurotypical
youth, and are instead more likely to resort to maladaptive strate-
gies such as suppression, visual avoidance, and aggression [48–50].

Despite ongoing efforts to address affect dysregulation in youth
with ASD, there remains a vast unmet need. Available clinical treat-
ments, including psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy – which
both target reduction in irritability and aggression – have benefits
but also impose significant costs, such as the time and financial re-
sources required for cognitive behavior therapy treatments. These
costs can also impose a large barrier for low- and middle- income
class families. In addition, there are only two FDA-approved medi-
cations to treat irritability and aggression in individuals diagnosed
with ASD, and they both can have serious adverse side effects.
These include significant weight gain, which can raise the risk
of metabolic abnormalities and diabetes in children receiving the
medication; somnolence (drowsiness and sleepiness); and extrapyra-
midal symptoms which can manifest themselves in forms of motor
problems such as jerky movements, slowness of movement, and mo-
tor restlessness [31, 32, 37]. Available technology based approaches,
despite their benefits (e.g., simplicity, portability, flexibility, avail-
ability, etc.), often lack systematic design and evaluation to address
the problem of affect dysregulation in youth diagnosed with ASD.
In particular, technologies that offer the possibility of personal com-
munication through the channel of haptics have been deployed
for youth diagnosed with ASD to strengthen motor skills [55, 63],
alleviate hyper-sensitivity [23, 59], and anxiety reduction [51, 52].

https://doi.org/10.1145/3491102.3517619
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Despite the promise of these as well as other efforts to use vibrotac-
tile technologies to facilitate affect regulation, their usability and
clinical efficacy have not yet been fully established for youth with
ASD.

In response to the limitations of existing non-technology-based
approaches and the scarcity of validated technology-based ap-
proaches for youth diagnosed with ASD, we leveraged our expertise
in affect regulation for both neurotypical and ASD populations to
develop FAR 1. FAR is a fault-tolerant vibrotactile breathing pacer
system to assist youth with ASD with slow-paced breathing. FAR,
which is designed to be used outside of the lab in a child’s environ-
ment, consists of a pair of pacers and a smartphone app that both
manages the pacers and uploads data to a HIPAA-compliant server
(See Figure 1).

FAR has the potential to change affect through the robust reg-
ulatory mechanism of slow-paced breathing (breathing at a rate
around 6 breaths per minute), which is known to contribute to a
quick drop in psychological arousal (inferred both from physiologi-
cal measures such as skin conductance and self-reported measures),
an increase in heart rate variability, and a decrease in self-reported
measures of anxiety [14, 21, 22, 24, 25, 47]. FAR can be helpful when
a child diagnosed with ASD is experiencing a sensory meltdown or
a tantrum by guiding them through slow-paced breathing in the
heat of the moment. Additionally, some of the characteristics of
children diagnosed with ASD, specifically a strong ability to process
and focus on details and an affinity for repetitive patterns, make
them strong candidates for using FAR by directing their attention
to repetitive patterns of vibrations on their body.

We engineered FAR based on our prior work in vibrotactile-
based breathing pacers, and on literature review as well as the
guidance and recommendations of experts. We then conducted
a pilot usability study with one participant using FAR for a two-
week period. The specific contributions of this paper are (1) the
design and prototype implementation of FAR and (2) the lessons
we learned and the insights we gained from our limited pilot study.

Through the pilot study, we learned that some functionalities
were repurposed in a way that we did not anticipate (e.g., mimicry
of airpod functionalities), some were not useful at all (e.g. pacer
personalization), and some features needed to be simplified even
more (e.g., list of all personalized patterns). We will discuss these
learning points in detail in the results section.

2 RELATEDWORK
There has been a long history of efforts to develop technologies of
various types to help children with ASD. Here we describe three
categories of such technologies: 1) Haptic technologies, specifically
vibrotactile based, developed for ASD children; 2) Affect regulation
technologies developed for ASD children; 3) Vibrotactile technolo-
gies for affect regulation for neurotypical populations. FAR lies in
the intersection of the first two categories and builds on results
from the third category.

2.1 Haptics technologies for ASD population
Many technologies have aimed to bolster social skills in both chil-
dren and adults with ASD. CoMove uses a simulated space to spark
1FAR is an acronym for facilitating affect regulation

collaboration and communication with other users [62]. Similarly,
Authorable Virtual Peer allows children with ASD to practice com-
munication skills with a computer-animated child [56]. In a sim-
ilar fashion, ECHOES serves as an artificially intelligent support
agent [15], while MoSoCo utilizes augmented reality to boost social
skills through a mobile device [29]. Contrasting with virtual tools,
SayWAT is a wearable that can alert users to their atypical speech
patterns (prosody) in order to minimize miscommunication [16].
Another wearable, ProCom, alerts users of an appropriate phys-
ical proximity to others in social situations which also suggests
that wearable technology can prove useful for users with ASD [19].
Several studies have centered on the use of haptic technology to
strengthen motor skills in children with ASD. Taking sensory hy-
persensitivity into account, BendableSound utilizes a multisensory
fabric surface to aid in music therapy for learners with severe ASD,
and shows positive results through bolstering coordination and
attention [46]. Hypersensitivity has also been considered within
the design of a wearable sleeve to acclimate children with ASD to
physical human touch by using simulated phantom sensations and
motions [55]. Moreover, a prototype using haptics has been created
to counteract common deficiencies in hand motor control based
on moving balls through a simulated training system [63]. These
studies together show that using haptics technology with children
with ASD is a fruitful approach.

2.2 Affect regulation technologies for ASD
population

Beyond sensorimotor regulation, prior work has tested the poten-
tial of haptics on affect regulation, particularly anxiety reduction
in autistic individuals. Temple Grandin pioneered pressure-based
mechanical devices to facilitate affect regulation. Grandin’s Hug
Machine allows for self-administered lateral body pressure that has
shown through behavioral data to reduce tension among children
with ASD [28]. The results also show that the Hug Machine may
be particularly soothing amongst children with high arousal and
anxiety levels. Weighted blankets, enclosed sensory sleep space,
sensory swings, and compression vest are examples of off-the-shelf
technologies that are inspired by her work [1]. The limitation with
these technologies, however, is that they are large and not portable.
With regards to pressure-based mobile wearable devices, Touch Me
has been tested to soothe patients with remote-controlled touch
therapy [58]. Similarly, Squeeze Me simulates the pressure of thera-
peutic holding through an air compressor [20], and Hurt Me targets
self-harming children with ASD through a tightening armband and
safety valve that produces controlled sensations of pain [58]. Touch
simulation has also been studied through multiple wearable de-
vices, all with the aim of regulating negative affect such as anxiety
and aggression. Snap serves as a wearable device for users with
ASD that is worn on the wrist and records situations for the user’s
self-reflection [51]. Clasp, another prototype, connects tactile tech-
nology to a smartphone in order to record anxiety levels in users
with ASD and promote self-reflection [52].
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2.3 Vibrotactile technologies for Affect
regulation in neurotypical population

Lastly, vibrotactile-based devices are being developed for the neu-
rotypical population to increase affect regulation capacity in stress-
ful situations where our auditory and visual channels are over-
taxed. [7, 9–12, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 25, 33, 42, 47, 53]. For example,
to reduce anxiety, PIV [42] applies slow breathing-like vibrations
to the abdomen, while Doppel [14], EmotionCheck [24], and am-
bienBeat [22] apply slow heartbeat-like vibrations to the wrist.
Although these are not particularly designed for the ASD popula-
tion, they have the potential to be tailored to the unique needs of
this population. For example, targeting breathing rhythms to alle-
viate symptoms of anxiety in stressful scenarios is recommended
for both neurodiverse and neurotypical populations.

3 METHOD
The FAR breathing pacer systemwas based on the pacer device used
in Miri et al. in which they designed a personalization procedure
to tune the vibrotactile patterns generated by their pacer proto-
type for each participant [41], and then demonstrated its efficacy
in reducing anxiety for the neurotypical population of university
students [42]. We chose this device because of the simplicity of
the approach, the effectiveness of the device with a neurotypical
population, and empirical evidence hinting that it could work well
with children with ASD. In the present work, however, we used
different tactor (MM3C [3] instead of C2 [2]), simplified Miri’s per-
sonalization algorithm, and built two stand-alone pacer prototypes
with a companion app that can passively log the pacing usage in a
REDCap server.

In this section we discuss in detail our two steps approach of
expert evaluation followed by a pilot study. Then, we discuss why
we deemed our approach appropriate given the circumstances and
limitations.

3.1 Expert evaluation
Given that our end-to-end system is rooted in a wide range of
domains (psychology, software development, hardware engineer-
ing, behavioral science, etc.), our system benefited from an expert
review process which drew feedback from professionals with dif-
ferent, but relevant, areas of expertise. We were fortunate to be
able to easily locate experts in affect regulation, psychiatric and
behavioral science with ASD populations, and software engineering
with expertise in UI design and system design. The five experts we
identified evaluated the system by performing a set of tasks and
providing detailed verbal descriptions where the system violated
the goals laid out in a set of criteria (heuristics).

Our group of experts included a senior Android engineer at Face-
book Reality Labs with expertise in smartwatch development (R5),
two medical professors with an extensive track record of working
with children diagnosed with ASD (R3 and R4), one professor of
affective science (R2), and one postdoctoral fellow who also had
expertise working with ASD children (R1) and was supervised by
one of the medical professors in our team. By having such a wide
variety of relevant domains, we were able to identify and address a
wide variety of relevant issues.

Early in the project, the lead author gave a presentation on the
project and its goals to experts R1, R2, and R3, which resulted in
a set of recommendations for the design of the device. Experts R1
and R3 also worked with us to develop the IRB protocol for the
pilot with ASD children.

The experts were consulted sequentially. Prior to a two-hour
Zoom session with an expert, we sent them the pacers, asked them
to install the FAR app (using the Apple Testflight app) and asked
them to familiarize themselves with a list of heuristics (See Table 2).
We compiled this list by aggregating Nielsen’s [43, 44], Schnider-
man’s [5], and Zhang’s [61] lists and then expanding based on
relevant considerations for mental health [26], health care [57],
and other domain-specific criteria such as children diagnosed with
autism [38].

During the Zoom session with each expert, we first walked
them through a slideshow reviewing the heuristics with sample
applications and violations. Then, we guided them through a series
of 6 tasks: (1) open the app and pair the pacer devices for the first
time; follow the personalization procedure; (2) control the default
pattern through the app while the pacers are connected to the
phone; (3) control the default pattern via the pacers while they are
connected to the phone; (4) disconnect the pacers from phone and
connect them to each other; (5) control the default pattern on the
pacers while phone is not connected to the pacers; (6) reconnect the
devices back to phone and control the default patterns through the
phone again. During each of these tasks, we ask the expert to think
out loud to provide real-time verbal feedback of any violations they
noticed, as well as offer general feedback and suggestions.

After the session with an expert, we addressed any concerns
or suggestions that were clearly necessary to be addressed before
sending it to the next expert (e.g., adaptability to dark mode, avoid-
ing the screen going to sleep during the personalization procedure).
After all the expert evaluations, we transcribed the video recorded
sessions and using Nvivo [4] clustered closely related quotes and
then generated a set of actionable tasks. (See Appendix for the list
of recommendations).

3.2 Pilot study
The criteria to recruit a pilot was the age range between 8-17, being
verbal, and both with and without intellectual disability 2 Because
of COVID, it was difficult recruiting pilot participants. Our one pilot
participant, Figure 2 (center and right), was a 9 year old boy who
lives with his biological parents. He was diagnosed with Autism
Spectrum Disorder at the age of 2.5 and his community diagno-
sis was confirmed in the research setting using the gold standard
method 3. He has been receiving about 5 hours of Applied Behavior
Analysis (ABA) therapy per week, and does not need speech ser-
vices. Both parents are professionals with graduate level degrees.
The mother works part-time and the father is a full-time profes-
sional. The criteria to recruit a pilot was the age range between 8-17,
being verbal, and both with and without intellectual disability 4

2A full-scale IQ score of around 70 to 75 indicates a significant limitation in intellectual
functioning.
3The Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) and the Autism Diagnostic
Interview—Revised (ADI-R)
4A full-scale IQ score of around 70 to 75 indicates a significant limitation in intellectual
functioning.
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Figure 2: Form factor design of one of the pacer devices (left), and a participant using the system while doing school work
(center) and at night before bedtime (right) without the packaging.

Our point of interaction throughout the study was the mother.
We held three Zoom sessions with her. During the first session
she and the child were both present. We worked with her to walk
the child through the personalization procedure, and then tested
the vibrations with the child asking him to breathe with the vibra-
tions. Then the child moved away from the camera and we spoke
extensively with the mother to receive her feedback and comments.
During the second and third Zoom sessions, we asked her about
how she had been using the devices.

Our point of interaction throughout the study was the mother.
We held three Zoom sessions with her. During the first session
she and the child were both present. We worked with her to walk
the child through the personalization procedure, and then tested
the vibrations with the child asking him to breathe with the vibra-
tions. Then the child moved away from the camera and we spoke
extensively with the mother to receive her feedback and comments.
During the second and third Zoom sessions, we asked her about
how she had been using the devices.

3.3 Limitations
The haptic nature of the system and the limited availability of ASD-
children caregivers, especially during the pandemic lockdowns, led
us to heavily rely on experts’ opinions in design and evaluation
of our system before involving any pilot participants. We respect
the research literature [27, 30, 54, 60] that argues that including
children, ASD or not, in the early design process may offer the
opportunity to create more suitable and acceptable technologies
according to these children’s needs and desires. At the same time,
we recognize the need for a robust system that can be used to assess
how ASD children and their caregivers can participate and shape a
given technology design [39]. This is especially true when the given
technology is haptic-based, seeing as that requires the experience
of applying it on skin.

Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic limited our access to work
with ASD children and their caregivers, which further informed
our decision to heavily rely on experts’ opinions in design and eval-
uation of our system before involving any pilot participants. Dur-
ing the lockdowns, many ASD children lost their therapy support
which increased their problem behaviors, which in turn increased
the stress on their caregivers who were balancing between work

and caregiver duties [13]. This led to very limited availability of
ASD families to participate in research studies. To address this, we
built a fully functional and safe prototype that could be shipped to
these families, operate for weeks in their home settings, and collect
usage data passively. This, of course, resulted in taking more time
to design and build a generalizable system, but turned out to be a
reasonable decision: we learned through our one pilot study that
most requested changes could be accommodated easily with an
overlay of abstraction on top of our existing system architecture.

4 DESIGN GOALS
Designing a robust and functional distributed system of a vibro-
tactile breathing pacer was a challenge that required a multidis-
ciplinary approach to address a host of issues. In this section, we
discuss the design goals of the system we have built, which was
based on literature reviews and expert feedback.

4.1 Redundancy and reliability
We designed our system to have two pacers, not connected by
a cable, to increase availability. The pacers can play a pattern of
synchronized vibrations simultaneously, activated through the iOS
companion app or via a button press on either of the pacer devices.
With this design, one pacer can continue to be used even if the other
pacer runs out of power. Having two pacers also aligns with Miri et
al.’s design recommendation [41]. Similar to hearing, breathing is a
symmetric experience and so having a system with two pacers, one
for each side of the body, can greatly enhance user experience as
compared to having one device placed on one side or in the middle
of the body [41]. The usage data of the pacers need to be collected
and stored for later analysis. This requires the data to be stored on
a HIPAA-compliant REDCap server, from which researchers can
remotely keep track of changes and trends over time and perform
subsequent data analysis. Loss of power of the pacers, however,
could result in lost data, and so the system architecture needs to
use the distributed structure of the system (between the pacers and
with the app) to increase the reliability of data storage.

4.2 Caregiver involvement
It is important for the caregivers to be involved in the implemen-
tation of slow-paced breathing. We added a visual pacer feature
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(See Figure 3 (4)) to the app that allows the caregivers to activate
a pattern of vibrations on the pacers and visually follow how the
patterns are played on the App. This is done with a circle that
contracts during the inhalation phase of the pattern and expands
during the exhale phase of the pattern. Watching this, the caregiver
can watch the child to see if they are breathing in sync with the
pattern, and even breathe along with the child to demonstrate. This
feature was suggested to us during expert review and we expect it
will be useful for some families.

4.3 Agency of the ASD child
Technologies for youth with ASD are often developed with the
mindset that the child is in need of control and improvement [54],
but this may not be the best choice for the child nor for the family.
FAR was designed to allow the child to exert agency in the use of
the system. In addition, the nature of slow-paced breathing practice
is broadly applicable, and the strategy and a technology that assists
with implementation of slow-paced breathing can be effective for
anyone. While children with ASD are the primary users of FAR,
their caregivers can be secondary users, and thus the child’s inten-
tions and the caregivers may not always be aligned. In addition, as
a result of giving the child agency, FAR is fully operable without
the companion app. This is useful because most ASD children do
not own a smartphone [40] or could only use their smartphone at
specific times.

4.4 Personalization
The personalization procedure generates vibration patterns tailored
for each user. A major goal of the app’s personalization procedure is
to find a slow-paced breathing rate comfortable for a primary user,
at which they can synchronize their breathing with the vibrations
without feeling rushed. Most users can comfortably breathe at a
pace in the range between 5 to 8.5 breaths per minute, with children
being more comfortable with slower rates than adults. Finding the
right breathing pace for each individual is important because ask-
ing someone to breathe at a rate they are not comfortable at might
lead to negative outcomes. For example, if we ask someone with
no practice to breathe at a pace of 5 breaths per minute, they might
feel hyperventilated, even though that pace might be perfect for
another individual. For the vibrotactile breathing pacer described
in [41], four vibrotactile parameters were determined by a person-
alization procedure. These parameters were a baseline amplitude,
two distinguishable frequencies of vibrations to guide inhalation
and exhalation, and the breathing pace. The personalization proce-
dure required 20 minutes to complete. The experts noted, however,
that this would be too long for a child with ASD to attend to, and
recommended we shorten it as much as possible. In addition, [41]
determined the breathing pace using breathing belts. This method
would be too constraining for a child with ASD. Hence, we needed
to design a method for determining the slow-paced breathing rate
in an unconstraining manner. The expert evaluation informed us
that some children with ASD may struggle with reading. Because

Figure 3: Four iOS app screens. From the left (1): home screen showing all functionalities of the iOS app including Pair, Person-
alize, Generate Custom Pattern, Play My Default Pattern, Settings, and Pattern Logs; (2) screens that guides the user person-
alize a pattern parameters manually; (3) screen to evaluate the efficacy of a personalized pattern; (4) screen that shows visual
synchronization with the haptic patterns.
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of this limitation, instructions for the ASD child cannot be given
solely by text. Instead, a voice-over feature is needed to accompany
on-screen text, reading out the displayed instructions during the
personalization procedure. It is important to allow this feature to
be optionally enabled (and later disabled) via the companion app.

5 FAR SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The FAR system consists of two pacer devices, a companion app
that runs on an Apple iPhone via the TestFlight app, and a REDCap
server. We refer to one of the pacer devices as device A and the
other as device B. Both devices have three buttons (buttons A, B,
and C). Button A toggles between playing and stopping a vibration
pattern; button B toggles between connecting both devices to a
phone or to each other; and button C is reserved for future features.
Device A is very similar to device B in terms of functionalities, but
it also has a pulse sensor to measure breathing rate (See Figure 4).

We have envisioned the FAR system to be used in multiple sce-
narios: at school, in a public setting when caregivers are present,
and at home. At school, an ASD child could keep one pacer in the
left and one in their right pocket and activate and then deactivate
them with a press of a button on either of the pacers. In public,
the caregiver could activate the pacers using their companion app
when they sense the child is not at ease. At home, the caregiver can
be involved in the slow-paced breathing pacer by attending to the
visual pacer on the companion or watching the child to monitor
whether the child is synching their breathing with the pacers.

In this section we describe the hardware and Bluetooth connec-
tion details (section 5.1), the companion app features and how the
app is used (section 5.2), and what contributed to the form factors
of the pacer (section 5.3).

5.1 Pacers
While based on the paired pacers described in [41], the pair of FAR
pacers were redesigned completely to operate without a connecting
cable and to interact with a companion app. The pacer’s hardware
consists of a custom printed circuit board (PCB) and nrf52840 based
microcontroller with Bluetooth capability. The system is powered
by a 3.7 volt, 500mA rechargeable battery. A Qi compatible wireless
charging module is also incorporated in the device. Haptic effects
are generated by a Tactile Labs MM3C tactor [3]. These components
were chosen to minimize device size while providing required func-
tionality. Bluetooth commands from a custom phone app are sent
to the microcontroller. Firmware on the microcontroller converts
the Bluetooth commands to PWM signals which are filtered on the
PCB to produce sine waves. The sine waves are the input to an ana-
log H-bridge circuit which drives the tactor. PWM frequency and
duty cycle determine the frequency and strength of the haptic ef-
fects, respectively. The filter and analog H-bridge components were
chosen so that the full range of allowed signals can be delivered
to the MM3C. The circuit includes a boost convertor to increase
the battery voltage to 6 volts which is used to power the op-amps
present in the H-bridge. There are also 3 tactile buttons (‘A’, ‘B’,
and ‘C’) on the PCB which send interrupts to the microcontroller
allowing control of the haptic effect or bluetooth connectivity. The
PCB also has a battery charging circuit, the battery can be charged

from the wireless power module or from the micro-USB port. The
micro-USB port is used to upload firmware to the microcontroller.

A critical aspect of the pacer design was to ensure “isochronous”
action of the two pacers. “Isochronous” is a term that comes from
the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) standard. This term refers to (1)
data transmissions that are time-sensitive and (2) synchronized
rendering of these data streams across multiple receivers. The Blue-
tooth version 5 standard, which was announced in early January
2020, supports isochronous communication, but the microproces-
sors available in the market do not. Standardizing this version of
Bluetooth was motivated by AirPod patent design, in which they
used Bluetooth 4.2, two piconets (Bluetooth networks), and a spe-
cial Apple W1 chip for an improved connection (see patent No. US
8,768,252 B2 for more details [8]).

Since the human skin’s sensitivity to vibrations is not as high
as the ears’ sensitivity to audio, we did not have to follow Apple’s
approach in having two piconets 5. Instead we had one piconet for
three different scenarios: (1) When commands are to be sent from
the app to both pacer devices, we use multithreading to multicast
commands to both devices at the same time. This was a reasonable
practical approach that achieved the desired fidelity of playing a
pattern of vibrations simultaneously on both devices that is per-
ceived as synchronous; (2) When the phone goes out of range, the
two devices advertise Bluetooth connection for staggered time pe-
riods so that eventually one will become the central device and the
other will become the peripheral device. Should the user press the
pattern play button on the peripheral device, the peripheral device
will notify the central device and then the central device will issue
a simultaneous play on both itself and the peripheral device. (3)
When the phone comes back in range, both devices switch to the
peripheral mode and advertise Bluetooth connection to connect to
the phone.

Another critical factor of the pacer design was to provide the
ability to operate both while connected and while disconnected
from the companion app. This is an important feature in our context
because an ASD child may not own their own smartphone and may
not always be in the same location as their caregivers who possess
the controlling smartphone. When a primary user owns both a
smartphone and the pacers, an expected user experience is that
when the app is not running, the two pacers connect to each other
(one as the central and the other as the peripheral), but when the
app is running and the phone is in range, the two devices connect to
the app (the pacers each play the peripheral role and the app plays
the central role). In this case, the two actions - the pacers connecting
with each other when the app is not running, and connecting with
the app when the app is running - can be executed automatically
and conveniently.

In the end, however, we decided to make this process manual
for these two actions to give the primary user - the child with ASD
- a sense of control and agency. To give control to the caregivers to
activate the pacers, the child must press a button (button ‘B’) on
either of the pacers. In addition, agency is provided through another
button on each of the devices that permits playing or stopping of
the vibrations at any time (button ‘A’). For example, if a parent

5The AirPod system uses two piconets to support the demanding synchronization
requirement for stereo hearing.
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activates the vibrations from the phone, the child can press the ‘A’
button to stop the vibrations, or even take it one step further and
disconnect the devices from the phone by pressing the ‘B’ button.

Allowing for disconnected operation creates a potential issue
with data dependency. Pacers collect usage data (e.g., what pattern
was played, for how long, etc.) which is uploaded to a HIPAA-
compliant REDCap server. To enhance system reliability, such data
is saved in the pacer’s non-volatile memory. Then, when the smart-
phone is in range of a device and the companion app is open, this
saved information will be transferred to the server, and then non-
volatile memories on the two pacer devices will be erased. For
example, consider the following scenario which is supported by
the system: a personalized pattern is played while both devices are
connected to the phone. Then, the phone goes out of range and
the default pattern is played twice. After that, one of the devices
runs out of battery while the other device carries on playing the
default pattern for three times. The system ensures that the data
corresponding to all six pattern play is saved on the server. The
first time the pattern was played, the phone was in range, so the
corresponding data was immediately transferred to the phone and
from the phone up to the server. Then, the device’s non-volatile
memory was cleared. When the phone went out of range, a copy
of the data usage corresponding to the next two pattern plays was
saved on both devices for redundancy. So when one of the devices
ran out of power, the other one carried on, transferring the data cor-
responding to the last five pattern plays after the phone came back
in range. The trade off with this implementation is that duplicated
entities can be created at the server level but such entries can be
discarded automatically. That is, when the other device is charged
and re-connected to the app, it will send the data corresponding to
the last three pattern plays to the phone, and from the phone up to
the server. 6

To increase the utility of the system, we included the ability for
the pacers to be charged both via a micro-USB connection or using
a Qi compatible wireless charger. For safety purposes, the pacer
deactivates all buttons on the device while being charged. This
safety measure avoids collision between two electromagnetic fields
generated by the charging receiver module as well as the MMC3
tractor when it is running. Also for safety, we added a waterproof
skin for the pacer devices. We embedded the wireless charging
receiver modules in each pacer to insulate the pacer with flexible
transparent plastic material. As a minimum viable product, we
kept the Micro-USB port on the processors accessible to update the
firmware code whenever it was needed.

Finally, to maintain privacy, we use the pacers processor’s uni-
versally unique identifier (UUID) as the primary key for sending
and saving usage data on the REDCap server. This UUID is an
18-bit label unique to each pacer’s processor. Because the pacers
come in pairs, each pacer’s usage is stored separately on the server
using that pacer’s UUID. Separate secure server stores the mapping
between UUIDs and participants’ names and the dates they were
in possession of the devices with these UUIDs. Currently, we have
implemented a unidirectional data transfer from the phone to the
REDCap server. In the future, it will be important to be able to
6There are scenarios involving partitioned operation of the devices in which conflicting
information is retained. The pacers log sufficient information to the server for analysts
to detect such unusual circumstances.

send automatic app updates from a server. However, as a minimum
viable product, participants can install new versions of the app
using the TestFlight app.

5.2 Companion App and personalization
The personalization procedure we used to produce a suitable vibra-
tion pattern reflects natural chest movements. Consider a user’s
chest movements while breathing: as we inhale, the chest expands
outward, and as we subsequently exhale, the chest contracts back
to its former position. This pattern of chest movement while breath-
ing in and out can be represented by a graph of chest movement
acceleration. The first curve corresponds to the chest’s acceleration
as a user inhales, while the second curve corresponds to the chest’s
acceleration as the user subsequently exhales (See Figure 5). The
vibration wave that is played alongside a user’s inhale gradually
increases from a base amplitude up to a peak amplitude and back to
a base amplitude. Similarly, the vibration wave that plays alongside
the user’s exhale will also increase from the same base amplitude up
to a peak amplitude and back down to the base. This base amplitude
is one of the four parameters determined by the personalization
procedure.

The base amplitude can vary depending on the user’s sensitivity:
for example, the base amplitude for an older individual in his 60s
may need to be set higher than for a younger individual. To find
a suitable base amplitude, we used a staircase method introduced
in Miri et al. [41]. We increased the amplitude at a constant rate
until the user could barely feel the vibrations. We then increased
the amplitude substantially (we added 40 pulse width modulation
(PWM) units) and then decreased the amplitude at a constant rate
until the user could no longer feel the vibration. Then, we averaged
the two values and added an extra padding to ensure that the base
amplitude is noticeable.

We use frequency to distinguish between the pattern that indi-
cates inhalation and the pattern that indicates exhalation. These
two frequencies, F1 and F2, are two of the parameters determined
by the personalization procedure. It is critical for F1 and F2 to be
different enough that the user can tell them apart. However, the
difference should not be too large, otherwise one pattern feels much
weaker than the other. Through trial and error, we have found their
difference is best around 20-30 Hz. Initially, we deployed Miri et al.’s
procedure to set F2 to a constant value, infer F1 through a procedure,
ensure that F1 <F2, and F2 - F1 >20Hz. However, after receiving
feedback from the experts, we decided to set both F1 and F2 to
constant values that we found to be effective based on 8 pilots data
(5 expert reviewers and 3 researchers in our team). These values are
F1 = 45Hz and F2 = 75Hz. These frequencies are both lower than the
MM3C resonant frequency of 85Hz, but are easily noticeable and
distinguishable from one another. By using precomputed values for
F1 and F2, the duration of the personalization procedure can be cut
in half.

To avoid constraining the child, we designed a user experience
in which the child holds the two pacers in their hands instead of
attaching them to their bodies. Instead of using breathing gauges
or belts to measure breathing rates during the personalization pro-
cedure, the child holds one index finger for about five minutes on a
photoplethysmogram (PPG) sensor embedded on the surface of one
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of the pacer devices. PPG sensors use a pulse oximeter to illuminate
the skin (most commonly placed on a finger or earlobe) and mea-
sure changes in how much light is absorbed. Since blood absorbs
light more than other surrounding tissues, PPG sensors can use
a light-based approach to detect changes in blood flow. The PPG
sensor outputs a voltage signal which is proportional to the amount
of blood flowing through the blood vessels, allowing us to measure
heart activity. This signal from the PPG is called blood volume pulse
(BVP), and we use this signal to extract useful breathing data. This
approach provides an effective and accurate estimate of breathing
rate during slow-paced breathing. See Appendix B for details on
our implementation of inferring breathing rate from BVP.

The user (or their caregiver) can also adjust the breaths per
minute later in the procedure if the user still finds the pace of the
vibrations too fast or too slow to synchronize their breathing with.
They can also fine tune the ratio of the duration of the user’s inhale
to the duration of the whole breath. For example, if the time a user
spends inhaling is the same as the time they spend exhaling, the
ratio would be 0.5. This ratio can be adjusted should the user be
more comfortable with longer inhalations relative to exhalations,
or vice versa.

Personalization is important for any implementation of a vibro-
tactile breathing pacer, but there are specific concerns for children
with ASD. Because of the heterogeneity of ASD and its characteris-
tics, and seeing that hyperactivity to sensory information is a key
criterion in the diagnosis of ASD, it is crucial that we customize the
pacer to the needs and preferences of each user. However, because
of the short attention span of children with ASD, and the limited
time and resources of their caregivers, it is reasonable to address
their need by providing a set of static patterns with minimum to no
personalization requirements. For example one of our early design
choices was to disallow the system from playing any patterns until
the user finishes one personalization procedure. To increase flexi-
bility, we decided to remove this constraint and pre-populate the
system log with a set of patterns and set one as the default pattern.
This is not a perfect solution: the patterns may not be compatible
with every ASD user of our system, but is a reasonable trade off.
Each time a user goes through the personalization procedure, the
newly generated pattern is saved in the “Pattern Logs” section in
the app. While the most recently personalized pattern is saved on
the devices, previous patterns are still accessible through the app.
In this way, we allow the user to revert to a previously generated
pattern if and when they feel like that was a better fit for them.

Finally, the app allows researchers to generate custom haptic
patterns. All forms of the vibrations played on our devices can
be generated via two commands: the “M” or ramp (up or down)
command, and the “P” or pulse command. For example, a breathing
pattern consists of a sequence of a ramp up, ramp down, and pulse
followed by another set of ramp up, ramp down, and pulse. The
“M(start, end, frequency, duration)” or ramp command plays a stair-
case wave starting at amplitude start and ending at amplitude end
at a given frequency for a given duration. The step increment is 5
PWM. The “P(amplitude, frequency, duration)” or pulse command
plays a wave at a given amplitude at a given frequency for a given
duration.

The app provides the ability to generate any sequence of vibra-
tion patterns by providing a sequence of “M” and “P” commands

encapsulated inside an “H” command with the specified parameters
mentioned above. The APIs on the app convert these parameters
to appropriate commands that can be processed by the pacer API.
This feature was added for other researchers interested in using
our system to develop their own custom patterns.

One of the limitations of our system is that these commands were
designed to be useful for our particular breath pacing vibrations pat-
terns. However, we believe that our code is scalable to support other
forms of personalizations for a variety of breath pacing patterns.

5.3 Pacer form factor design
5.3.1 Considerations. Several considerations went into designing
an enclosure suitable for the pacer devices. We established a set of
criteria to prioritize throughout the design process: 1) the tactor
vibrations must be easily felt by the user when the device is in use;
2) the casing should be large enough so that the device does not
pose a choking hazard to children; 3) the device should be able to
be charged without removing the casing 4) there should be easy
access to the buttons; 5) the LED light should remain in view of the
user; 6) the case should be designed such that it can sit on the user’s
palm; and 7) the amount of empty space should be minimized so
that the enclosure is not too large or bulky.

In keeping with these criteria, the enclosure was designed with
two main components and four additional insertable features. The
two main components consist of the bottom platform and the lid,
which is connected using screws that fit into the holes extruded
through both components Currently, these holes are designed to
accommodate three steel flat-head socket cap screws; they don’t
disrupt the flat geometry on the base of the platform where the
device contacts the skin. Every component of the enclosure was
designed using Solidworks [6], and fillets (the roundings of the
corners) were added to reduce the amount of external sharp edges
and corners on the assembly.

5.3.2 The Lid. The lid was designed by creating spherical geometry
(see Figure 4) which was extruded to create a relatively flat, curved
surface on the top to minimize the amount of material used and
to allow the device to not protrude too much from the base of the
platform. This allows for a smoother interface between the device
and the user’s skin. A rectangular hole was extruded through one
side to allow for a micro-USB to access the port on the PCB so that
the device can be charged within the enclosure. In addition, the
multiple cut extrusions on the top of the lid serve as insertion holes
for the four additional components: three button shields and one
LED shield. The back side of the lid is flattened to allow for the
tactor (which is held between the lid and the platform) to easily
interface with the skin when the device is in use. The material
at this end of the lid is only a few millimeters thick, so as not to
interfere with the vibrations produced by the tactor. The device
enclosure allows for the tactor to be felt when the device is rotated
90º to be stood on the flat side of the lid. Returning the device to its
original position of lying flat on the bottom of the platform allows
the device to be charged wirelessly.

5.3.3 The Platform. The platform is themain component that holds
the device together. It includes a platform for the tactor that holds
this hardware component next to the wall of the lid, a platform for
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the PCB and Arduino, and a slot for the wireless charger. This slot
is placed at the bottom and is covered by 2mm of material to allow
for wireless charging. It also provides some separation between the
wireless charging module and the other hardware components so
that they do not interfere with the charging process.

5.3.4 Additional components. The button enclosures were de-
signed as separate components that are inserted into the holes
on the top of the lid. Because they are not a part of the lid, they can
be made from more flexible material that deforms when pressed.
These shields were designed such that when pressure is applied
to the rounded geometry of the button enclosures, the plastic ex-
trusions underneath push into the corresponding buttons on the
PCB. In this way, the PCB buttons can be utilized without having
the PCB buttons exposed. These components were designed to be
placed in the top of the lid, which is a location deemed accessible
and intuitive for the user.

A smaller transparent shield is similarly designed to be inserted
into the lid around the LED to allow for light to shine through while
protecting the electrical PCB component underneath. Because the
LED is situated on the PCB underneath the lid, allowing for a
transparent, thin shield to be inserted into the lid allows the light
to be visible by the user.

This version of the enclosure was designed primarily to allow
access to the processors. Moving forward, changes will be made to
the lid to make the device waterproof or water-resistant to minimize
any damage that could result from exposure to liquids. Currently,
we are considering adding an additional access port that can snap
open or shut to cover the hole for the micro-USB.

6 RESULTS
6.1 Expert evaluation
In the previous section, we have given examples of how the expert
evaluation guided our design. The comments we received, however,
are useful in their own right. The observations, categorized under
20 heuristics, are summarized in Table 2.

One of the observations that stood out was the importance of
time management. Every aspect of the app needs to be brief to
accommodate the limited attention timespan of the children. A
child’s attention span may not even last one minute. In addition
The user and caregiver need to know the amount of time required
for any individual action. Even an action as short as 20 seconds
requires advance warning. Both of these make it much easier for
the caregiver to work with the child. Using progress bars through
longer multi-action procedures also allow a caregiver to know the
time commitment for every phase and thus work better with the
child.

Another observation was that it is important to ensure that the
inhalation and exhalation phases are distinguishable from each
other. This reduces confusion with both the child and the caregiver,
thereby making personalization easier.

Given the importance of working with ASD children, we expect
to continue to benefit from expert insights. For example, a recent
study has developed a one-minute long video that assists teaching
young children proper slow-paced breathing [45]. The animated
video instructs children how to slowly inhale by pretending to
smell a flower and to exhale by pretending to blow out a candle. We
believe that this should work well with children with ASD, and we
intend to incorporate this video into our personalization procedure.

Figure 4: Form factor design and components inside one of the pacer devices (left); The pacer prototypes with (top right) and
without (bottom right) the shield. The A button is in the center, the B button on the left and the C button on the right side of
it.
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6.2 Pilot study
The pilot study was very informative. As we had hoped, we found
that many of the design features were useful. The devices were easy
to use and robust against the abuse one would get from any child.
The mother found the app easy to use and enjoyed the flexibility
the system provided in using. We were surprised, however, with
several ways the system was (and was not) used.

A simple observation was that the child enjoyed the haptic sen-
sation. By removing the form factor, the child could fidget with the
device. He would place his fingers on the two cushioned ends of
the tactors. He found it enjoyable to hold the pacer in this manner
while doing his homework: experiencing the vibration seemed to
help him concentrate better.

We learned that having two devices encouraged the parents’
involvement in ways we did not imagine. Before sleep, when the
lights were off, the mother placed one device on her chest while her
child placed the other one on his chest, and they both practiced slow
paced breathing together while lying down on the bed next to each
other. The mother told us that she preferred this approach in part
because their household has a rule of no screens after 8pm, which
made using the visual approach of assisting in paced breathing
inappropriate.

Despite all the personalization improvements, the 10 minute-
long personalization procedure did not meet the pilot child’s at-
tention span. We observed that the child could only engage with
the procedure for 20 seconds to answer a few questions on which
pattern of vibration feels stronger. Therefore, we decided to pre-
populate the app with predefined editable patterns that can be
explored by the child and their caregiver.

We learned that the original idea of shifting the responsibility of
personalization onto the caregiver was not practical. The mother
of the child in our pilot study preferred, in her words, “pre-cooked
meals rather than learning how to cook” because she simply didn’t
have enough time to take on the task of personalization. She wanted
to label specific patterns as “mall” or “sleep”. We found it better to
offer defaults and then help the caregiver learn how to determine
which defaults were or were not suitable under specific contexts.

The difficulty in following a personalization procedure suggests
that other alternative approaches should be considered. We think
one potential approach for personalization is through gamification.
For example, the final part of the personalization procedure asks
the user three times whether they can distinguish between two
vibrotactile patterns. We observed that the mother framed this part
of the procedure as a game, which the child found very engaging.
There may be other opportunities to frame using the system as a
game. For example, during the pilot, we observed that the child
was doing forceful breathing, which is less effective than slow
effortless breathing in reducing affect. We investigated the role of
the therapist who has taught the child breathing exercises. The
mother indicated that it was difficult for the child to breathe in a
non-forceful manner. We are now considering developing a simple
game that can turn reducing the effort in breathing into a game.

Finally, we observed the child attempting to breathe slowly using
an unnatural style that involved holding his breath followed by
exhaling forcefully. The mother told us that this unnatural style of
breathing was how he interpreted the instructions for slow-paced

breathing.We asked the mother whether she could work with the
child to breathe slowly in a more natural manner, and the mother
observed that she would find doing so hard if only because of the
additional time commitment required. We are curious whether, in
our next pilot, the one-minute video mentioned above will help the
child breath slowly in a less forced manner.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented FAR, a system that helps regulate affect in
children diagnosed with ASD by encouraging slow breathing with
vibrotactile devices. We built FAR iteratively using the feedback
of experts and the results of a usability study with a pilot partici-
pant. FAR has several features that allow it to be more practically
deployed in the real world including a fault tolerance and synchro-
nized architecture that supports caregiver involvement, agency of
the ASD child, and a personalization procedure appropriate for
children diagnosed with ASD.

The design and piloting of the FAR system described in this
paper is the first step in demonstrating the clinical efficacy of a
vibrotactile breathing pacer system for youth diagnosed with ASD.
The second step will be to run a pilot study to explore the feasibility
of using this system to calm children diagnosed with ASD in a
stressful situation unique to each child, in their natural environ-
ment. Twelve children (ages 8 to 17, half low-functioning and half
high-functioning) clinically diagnosed with ASD will receive the
system in the mail and, with the help of their caregivers and our
research team, will use the system in real-life situations. Based on
our observations and family’s feedback, we will improve the system
design. The third step will involve a clinical study, informed by the
results of the pilot study, to examine the potential efficacy of this
system to increase emotion regulation over a period of eight weeks.

We will continue to improve our firmware and app functionality
as we engage more pilot participants. We believe that our system
can be leveraged as a tool to allow other researchers to create their
own vibrotactile patterns and run longitudinal studies outside the
lab, which can be especially useful given the current pandemic
situation. Our firmware is equipped to process any custom dual-
wave vibration pattern which the phone instructs it to play, and can
easily be extended to handle different types of vibration patterns
(for example, a heartbeat-like pattern), which some users might find
more natural and comforting than our current dual-wave setup. The
data which we collect on pattern plays, on the server, can provide
useful insights in terms of dependent variables which might be of
interest to monitor over time, and can help us tailor our approach
moving forward as we expand the scope of our prototype to more
users, especially in the neurodiverse populations.

The broader impact of this project is the availability of an open
source, robust, scalable, and affordable platform to assist with affect
regulation using vibrotactile interventions tailored to the needs of
children diagnosed with ASD that can improve both their lives and
the lives of their caregivers. The relatively recent application of
haptic technology to affect regulation gives rise to the possibility of
tailoring this system to other neurodivergent individuals, such as
people with ADHD. Our hope is that the system be integrated with
clinical research to aid children with neurodevelopmental disorders
and their caregivers with affect regulation, as well as pave the way
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for a number of similar applications aimed at other neurodivergent
individuals.
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A APPENDICES
B INFERRING BREATHING RATE FROM BVP

SIGNAL
We estimated the breathing rate during the last 30 seconds of a 5
minute, guided slow-paced breathing period during which the user
is listening to a meditative audio. This ensures that the user is calm
and in a slow-paced breathing state without help of any apparatus.
The final step was to extrapolate estimated breathing value from
30 seconds to one minute to produce an appropriate estimate of
breaths per minute. This extrapolation was done from the blood
volume pulse (BVP) detected by a pulse sensor.

The manufacturers of our pulse sensor (World Famous Electron-
ics LLC) have published sample code to extract beats per minute
from sensor readings. Their libraries use software timer interrupts
to process signals from the pulse sensor at a high frequency; how-
ever, their software-based implementation was incompatible with
our processor and resulted in inaccurate readings. Therefore, we
implemented a hardware timer interrupt to reliably read samples
from the pulse sensor (every 2 seconds), and slightly modified the
published beat-extraction algorithm for our own use.

To estimate the breathing rate, the first step is to detect the peaks
and troughs in the BVP signal. This allowed us to detect the start
and the end of each heartbeat, and in turn the time between beats
(known as the inter-beat interval, or IBI). To keep track of these IBIs,
we produced a separate step-line graph with the x axis counting
each IBI and the y axis being the IBI’s values. This graph looks
like a repeating step-up followed by a step-down staircase (which
will look like a sinusoidal wave when smoothened), giving us a
signal which reflects breathing signal, from which we can estimate

breathing rate, specifically during slow-paced breathing. The step-
down staircase indicates the heart is beating faster (representing
inhale, chest contraction), and step-up staircase means the heart is
beating slower (representing exhale, chest expansion).

We keep track of the IBI’s as follows: Each time we sampled a
new pulse signal, wewent through some checks, themost important
of which being whether the signal resembles a peak, trough, or
neither; this is easily kept track of by finding local minima and
maxima and storing current peaks and troughs as local variables.
Knowing our last peak or trough allows us to find the amplitude of
each wave. This in turn defines the “threshold” for the next beat;
that is, the voltage cutoff which signals the onset of the new beat
when crossed by a rising voltage signal. We define this threshold
to be half of the previous wave amplitude; thus, we consider a
new beat to have started once the voltage signal crosses half the
previous amplitude on the way up, and consider the beat over once
the signal crosses this threshold on the way down.

There are challenges when processing the BVP waveform, how-
ever. For one, the waveform consists of a second mini-pulse, called a
dicrotic notch, following each main wave. It’s important that those
dicrotic notches aren’t considered heartbeats, given they look very
similar. To do so, we added a constraint in our code that looks at
how long it’s been since the last beat, which rules out the dicrotic
notches since they immediately follow a main beat. Another inher-
ent check is the usual threshold, which acts as a safety net as the
notches usually don’t reach higher than threshold anyway.

Another concern is how the signal might be affected if the sensor
was shaken with suddenmovement. This is a realistic concern given
our target population of ASD children:it might be difficult to ask
them to sit completely still for five minutes. Thus, we measure the
percent change in consecutive IBI’s to account for these so-called
“ectopic beats”, and disregard transitions between beats which have
abnormally high differences in IBI.

C DATA LOGGING ON REDCAP SERVER
This is an example of import personalization outcomes string with
all the variables that we store on the server. Figure 3 2 and 3 screens
show some of the variables that are uploaded to the server.

Figure 5: Processing of the Blood Volume Pulse (PBV) signal to extract Interbeat Interval (IBIs) and infer breathing rate. Pacer
device A with embedded pulse sensor (left); the BVP signal collected from the pulse sensor and extraction of IBIs (center);
smoothing the IBIs signal, showing a breathing signal (right).
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str = "[{\"record_id\": \"1\", \"redcap_event_name\": \"session_arm_1\",

\"redcap_repeat_instrument\": \"\", \"redcap_repeat_instance\": 1,

\"date\": \"8/6/2020\", \"date_complete\": \"2\", \"bpm\": \"7\",

\"heart_rate\": \"80\", \"inhale_ratio\": \"0.5\", \"f_min\": \"100\",

\"f_max\": \"180\", \"a_base\": \"40\", \"notice_rating\": \"0\",

\"differentiate_rating\": \"0\", \"synchronize_rating\": \"40\",

\"stop_playing\": \"0\", \"personalization_procedure_complete\": \"2\",

\"h_command\": \"\", \"duration\": \"\", \"pattern_source\":\"\",

\"device_name\":\"\",

\"pattern_played_complete\": \"0\"}]"

D DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATION
Given the end-to-end nature of our system, there are many com-
munication channels through which data is transferred between
various components: from device to app, from app to devices, and
from device to device. In this section, we review major communica-
tions involved in performing the following actions: personalization,
pattern activation and termination through the app, pattern acti-
vation and deactivation through buttons on the devices (with two
scenarios of phone being present and absent), and pattern data
logging. Table 3 summarizes the messages, what prompts sending
the message, and the action resulting in their receipt.

D.1 Personalization
When the personalization procedure begins in the app, the phone
sends an ‘I’ command to connected pacers. When the pacers receive
this command, they activate the firmware code that ignores saving
any play patterns on the non-volatile memory as well as any button
being pressed during the time the personalization procedure is in
progress. Because there are many short vibration patterns being
played as part of the procedure (for example, when gauging the
user’s sensitivity to different amplitudes), it is important to avoid

unnecessary data storage on the pacers’ memory and accidental
button presses that can impact the status of the procedure either
by stopping a pattern or disconnecting the device from the phone
mid-procedure.

The user’s breathing rate is estimated as a user sits through a
guided slow-paced breathing audio exercise. When the breathing
audio instructions begin in the app, the phone sends an ‘A’ com-
mand to both connected pacers. This resets the breathing/heart rate
timers on the device, so the device knows when to start keeping
track of breathing rate per minute (BPM) and heart rate per minute
measurements (HR). At the conclusion of the BPM and HR mea-
surement period (when the above timer expires), the device (only
one of the devices has a pulse sensor) sends the estimated BPM and
average HR to the phone in a ‘V’ command; these values are then
fed into the rest of the personalization procedure in the app.

When the personalization procedure is finished, the phone sends
an ‘S’ command to all connected pacer devices with data associated
with the newly personalized default pattern. In this ‘S’ command,
the phone sends an encapsulated ‘H’ which has the encoding of
the vibration pattern parameters and instructs the devices to save
it to their non-volatile memory for future use. This default pattern
can now be played and stopped using a button on the device even
if no phone is present. The user’s default pattern can be toggled
in the “Pattern Logs” screen in the app; each time a new default
is selected, a corresponding ‘S’ command is sent to both devices
with the data of the new default pattern. Also at the conclusion
of the personalization procedure, another ‘I’ command is sent by
the phone to all connected devices. When the device receives this
command, it reactivates the firmware code to resume pattern play
and react to button presses.

Figure 6: (1) Commands sent between the app and the devices during personalization procedure. ‘I’ command signals status
of personalization procedure, ‘A’ command signals status of breathing audio, ‘V’ command contains calculated breathing and
heart ratemeasures, and ‘S’ command contains the default pattern to be saved on devices. Note that device A is equippedwith a
pulse sensor but device B is not. (2) Commands sent from the app to the devices to play or stop a vibration pattern. ‘H’ command
contains a pattern to be played and ‘C’ command stops the currently playing pattern. (3) Commands sent between the app and
the devices when the start/stop of a pattern is activated by one of the devices while the phone is present. ‘B’ command signals A
button press on a device (pattern play/stop) and ‘X’ command signals B button press on a device (bluetooth connect/disconnect).
(4) Commands sent between the devices when the start/stop of a pattern is activated by one of the devices while the phone is
not present. ‘B’ command signals A button press on a device (pattern play/stop) and ‘D’ command signals B button press on
a device (Bluetooth connect/disconnect). (5) Commands sent between the phone, the devices, and the REDCap server when
logging data corresponding to played patterns. ‘T’ and ‘K’ commands contain relevant data about pattern which was played,
‘RC’ signifies pattern data being sent from phone up to server, and ‘W’ command tells devices to wipe stored pattern data
which was transferred to the server.
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D.2 Pattern activation and termination
through the app

When the user manually initiates a pattern play through the app,
the phone sends an ‘H’ command to all the connected pacer devices.
When an ‘H’ command is received by a device, the pattern is decap-
sulated and a sequence of ‘M’ (ramps) and ‘P’ (pulses) commands
are added to a queue to be played sequentially. When the user man-
ually stops a pattern from the app, the phone sends a ‘C’ command
to all connected devices which flushes out any commands in the
queue and stops the currently playing pattern.

D.3 Pattern activation and termination
through the pacers when phone is present

The pacer devices each have three buttons: A, B, and C. We utilize
the A button for toggling between playing a pattern or stopping the
playing of a pattern and the B button for disconnecting the pacers
from the phone. We have reserved the C button for actions that we
may add based on what we learn through future pilot studies.

Pressing the A button sends a ‘B’ command to the phone, notify-
ing the phone that “play” or “stop” is initiated (depending whether
the pacer queue is currently empty or full). When the phone re-
ceives this ‘B’ command from a device, it broadcasts another ‘X’
command to all connected devices instructing them to play the
default pattern from their non-volatile memory (if the queue was
empty), or flush the queue to stop any currently playing patterns
(if the queue was not empty).

Pressing the B button sends an ‘X’ command to the phone, in-
dicating that a Bluetooth-Low-Energy related action is initiated.
When the phone receives the ‘X’ command from a device, it broad-
casts another ‘X’ command to all connected devices in return. This
message instructs both devices to disconnect themselves from the
phone and start advertising as centrals. Device A will advertise for
1 second, while device B advertises for two seconds. When device
A is done advertising after 1 second, it will assume a central role.
Because device B is still advertising at this point, device A (as a
central) will connect to device B (which thus becomes the periph-
eral). The two devices are now connected to each other and can
communicate independently of the phone.

D.4 Pattern activation and termination
through the pacers when phone is absent

When theA button is pressed on the central, depending on the status
of the effect queue, it either plays/flushes on its own device, and
sends a ‘B’ command to the peripheral; instructing it to do the same.
When the peripheral receives this ‘B’ command, it plays/flushes on
its own device accordingly.

When the A button is pressed on the peripheral, it sends a ‘B’
command to the central with the indication of whether to play or
flush, depending on the status of the peripheral’s pattern queue.
Note that at this time, the peripheral doesn’t take any action on
its own device. When the central receives this ‘B’ command, it
repeats the same process described above: the central, plays or
flushes its pattern queue according to the information provided by
the peripheral, then sends a ‘B’ command back to the peripheral

instructing it to do the same. The peripheral takes appropriate
action upon receiving this returning ‘B’ command.

When the B button is pressed on the central, it sends a ‘D’ com-
mand to the peripheral, notifying it that the BLE configuration
button was pressed. When the peripheral receives this command,
it disconnects itself from the central and takes on the central role
itself. At this point, both devices advertise as centrals and are ready
to re-pair with the phone when it eventually establishes communi-
cation.

When the B button is pressed on the peripheral, no communica-
tion is necessary: the peripheral disconnects itself from the central,
adopts the central role itself, and advertisers alongside the other
central device, awaiting the phone’s eventual reconnection.

D.5 Pattern data logging
When the devices are connected to the phone, and a playing pattern
is stopped on a device, the device sends a sequence of a ‘T’ com-
mand followed by a ‘K’ command to the phone. The ‘T’ command is
an array populated with pattern data, which includes the duration
of the pattern play (in minutes and seconds) and pattern start/stop
location (phone, device A, or device B). The ‘K’ command consists
of an alphanumeric representation of the H command correspond-
ing to the pattern which just stopped playing. When the phone
receives the ‘T’ and ‘K’ commands, it uploads the received data up
to the REDCap server with two additional pieces of information: the
current date, and the name of the device from which the commands
were received.

When the devices are connected to each other and a playing
pattern is stopped by ‘A’ button press on one of the devices, the
relevant pattern data is saved to both device’s non-volatile mem-
ory. While the phone is still not present, data from every pattern
play during that span is saved in this manner. When the phone
re-establishes a connection with the device, the device sends a ‘T’
and ‘K’ command for every saved pattern during that span. So that
the phone knows when all the relevant data has been sent over.
The commands also include two numbers to check this progress:
the number of total pattern data groups to be sent, and the num-
ber of the current pattern data group. For example, if the phone
receives a ‘T’ command with the indication “2/5”, then it knows
that there are still 3 more sets of pattern data to be received (3 more
‘T’ commands and 3 more ‘K’ commands). When the progress bar
is full—for example 1/1, or 3/3, or 15/15—the phone knows it has
received all the pattern data from the time span in which the phone
was away. At this point, the phone sends all of the received data up
to the REDCap server. It also sends a ‘W’ command to all connected
devices, notifying that the pattern data has all been received and
that it can be wiped from the devices. When a device receives a
‘W’ command, it wipes all previously saved pattern data from non-
volatile memory and creates a clean slate for saving future pattern
data.
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E HEURISTIC LIST PROVIDED TO EXPERTS DURING THEIR REVIEW

Table 1: Heuristic measures for expert evaluation of system

HEURISTIC USER EXPERIENCE EXAMPLE APPLICATION EXAMPLE VIOLATION
Visibility of System Status Did you feel like you were oriented

and aware of the system status (state,
actions, processes) at all times?

Instructions and visual/textual con-
firmation messages on pretty much
each screen, color changes upon Blue-
tooth connection and default pattern
selection

No titles at the top of each screen to
show which section of the app the
user is in, nor a progress bar for the
personalization procedure

Memory Load Did the system consistently provide
directions, references, and cues to
guide you, or did you find yourself
struggling to remember necessary in-
formation?

System keeps track of de-
fault/previous patterns, user can
access relevant text/instructions
by manually navigating through
previous screens

No easy-access in-app guide

Consistency and Standards Did the system follow consistent con-
ventions and use standard language
and terminology?

Consistent font and color scheme,
keep referring to the same terms (in-
hale wave, exhale wave, frequency,
amplitude, etc.)

Random vocabulary or fonts or col-
ors, etc.

Physical Effort Did you have to expend noticeable
physical energy to properly interact
with the system?

Once device is set up, minimal physi-
cal interaction with device necessary,
one-time use of pulse sensor

Button presses in the procedure, se-
curing device on body could take con-
scious effort

Reversal Did you feel the system was forgiv-
ing, and you had the power to recover
from mishaps or take a step back?

Can go back to previous screens If a misstep occurs during procedure,
can’t immediately override or fix and
might have to start over

Error Prevention Did you experience any system er-
rors?

Have default values to address corner
cases

Notmaking on-screen button options
big enough to press

Error Recovery If any errors occurred, was the sys-
tem able to effectively diagnose the
problem and guide you to a fix?

Built-in error prevention No glaring error messages as of now,
recovery happens behind the scenes

Flexibility and Efficiency of Use At any point did you feel like you
were tied down to an unnecessary
task, or did you feel like you could tai-
lor the speed and nature of your expe-
rience?

Expedited procedure option andman-
ual fine-tuning for advanced users,
bluetooth auto-connect after first use,
stored patterns easy to play

Manual fine-tuning is limited, still
have to go through the personaliza-
tion procedure again

Match Between System and the
Real World

Does the system speak the users’ lan-
guage, with words, phrases and con-
cepts familiar to the user, rather than
system-oriented terms?

Visual illustrations to explain what to
expect in a specific task

Using vocabulary unfamiliar to a
child with intellectual disability

Help and Documentation Was the system accompanied by ac-
cessible, thorough documentation?

In-app instructions, to be accompa-
nied by user manual/handbook for
device and app

No full documentation in-app

Responsiveness Were the system’s actions prompt
and responsive?

Synchronous, prompt action and
communication between devices and
phone, synchronous audio with the
text visible on screen

Bluetooth pairing might take some
time to find and set up at first

User Control and Freedom Did you feel like you had control
over the system’s functionality and
the freedom to shape your experience
as you wished?

Emergency stop buttons, can go back
to previous screens

No quick exit back to home screen,
long wait during breathing audio

Aesthetic and Minimalist Design Was the system and UI visually ap-
pealing?

Neat boxed home screen, only per-
sonalization procedure has a lot of
text (which we deemed necessary in
addition to audio)

Simple, but could be a little more ex-
citing (more images)

Inconspicuousness Could the system be used without
drawing much attention, even in pub-
lic spaces?

Can be hidden under clothing, vibra-
tions are silent but still noticeable

Not extremely small, especially with-
out a super compact shield, so might
still bulge out

Wearability Could the system be comfortably
placed on one’s body without com-
promising ease of use or dressing
norms?

Can rest on body or be stuck on Tape might not be super strong,
might feel uncomfortable compared
to a strap or similar

Context-appropriate Was the system adequately tailored
towards the main target population,
with their specific needs in mind?

Audible instructions and images for
children who can’t read

Physical device quite fragile at the
moment, needs careful handling

Universal Usability Did the system lend itself to being
accessible and adaptable to a wide
range of potential users, while having
a reasonable learning curve?

Non-technical language throughout,
with some clarifying terminology in
the procedure for context

Small font size (not adjustable for
people with bad eyesight), all in Eng-
lish (one language)

Personalizability Was the system personalizable and
accommodating for users with differ-
ent characteristics and preferences?

Personalization procedure can be tai-
lored down to a fine level

Only one type of vibration pattern,
might not feel natural for everyone

Multi-modal Communication Did the system use various modes
of communication to convey informa-
tion to the user?

Visual help to guide the user through
the inhalation and exhalation exer-
cises

Lack of voice-over option
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Table 2: Expert comments on heuristics

HEURISTIC VIOLATION
Visibility of System Status
The system should always keep users informed about the activities,
for instance, what is going to happen, how long it will take, what
is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time

• Before each breathing task and vibration customization and testing task, ex-
plicitly state the duration. Add more explanation to Test Vibrations (R2)

• Be more explicit when explaining how each task contributes to the grand
scheme of the personalization procedure (R3).

• Be more careful when using wording that signals to the user that he/she needs
to press on something (R1).

• When you say the personalization procedure is going to take around a certain
time (we said 15 minutes), make sure it’s around that time (R3).

• During the meditation, add more indicators of progress (R1).
• Let the user know where they are when inhaling and exhaling with the vibra-
tions within the first 90 seconds (R4).

Memory Load
Did the system consistently provide directions, references, and
cues to guide you, or did you find yourself struggling to remember
necessary information?
Minimise the user’s memory load by making objects, actions, and
options visible. The user should not have to remember informa-
tion from one part of the screen to another. Instructions for use
of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever
appropriate.

• Suggest placement of tactors (R5)
• Specify which index finger to use for personalization finger (R2)
• Remove the whale analogy or blowing air through your feet visualization. (R2)
• Break up the meditation into smaller chunks. (R2)
• When adjusting the waves, clicking on whether the waves were “Too Strong,”
“Too Weak,” or “Just right/Comfortable” felt overwhelming (R5)

Consistency and Standards
The system should use clear and consistent language so that users
do not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or
actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions in the
design for consistency.

• Silent mode graphic was inconsistent with the directions (R2)
• Be explicit when explaining the purpose of the 5-minute meditation. (R3)
• Remove any wording that may guide the user to the screen during the medita-
tion. (R5)

• Clarify “I can no longer feel the vibration” (R5)
• Clarify “Vibrations are easily and vividly noticeable” (R2)
• Have the Back button say the title of the previous screen instead of just “Back”.
(R5)

• Make sure your “I can no longer feel it” and “I can barely feel it” buttons using
the same wording in the instructions. (R2)

• If the user is going to need to scroll for something, make it visible and obvious.
(R1)

• If the user is instructed to hear the vibrations, specify fromwhich device they’re
coming from. (R1)

• Explain what a comfortable vibration pattern should feel like. (R1)

Physical Effort
Did you have to expend noticeable physical energy to properly
interact with the system?

• Users won’t be able to hear any vibrations with headphones on. (R1)

Reversal
Did you feel the system was forgiving, and you had the power to
recover from mishaps or take a step back?

• Feeling “lost” during the part where wave patterns are adjusted due to wording
of “Too Strong,” “Too Weak,” “Just right/Comfortable” step. (R5)

Error Prevention
Even better than good error messages is a careful design which
prevents a problem from occurring in the first place. Either elimi-
nate error-prone conditions or check for them and present users
with a confirmation option before they commit to the action. If the
users select wrong options, the system should provide alternative
options for them to choose from.

• Make the play/pause/replay options big enough to press. (R1)
• Make the replay option obvious. (R1)
• When asking to distinguish between two waves, replay the wave pairs multiple
times. (R1)

• When asking to distinguish between two waves, either implement a replay
option or have the twowaves distinguishable enough in a repetitive, continuous
play. (R1)

• For sliding responses, implement a way to indicate between response and
non-response. (R2)

• Prevent users from automatically selecting all Easy or Difficult responses. One
way to achieve this is through radio buttons. (R5)

Error Recovery
If any errors occurred, was the system able to effectively diagnose
the problem and guide you to a fix?

• Have an option to backtrack when playing the meditation audio. (R1)

Flexibility and Efficiency of Use
Accelerators—unseen by the novice user—may often speed up
interactions for the expert user such that the system can cater to
both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor
frequent actions. The system should carry out initial evaluation
of performance to identify the level of the user and suggest an
appropriate activity to start with.

• Have a default vibration pattern setting upon initial use or after the user goes
through the personalization feature for the first time. (R1), (R2)
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Table 2: Expert comments on heuristics (continued)

HEURISTIC VIOLATION
Match Between System and the Real World
The system should speak the users’ language, with words, phrases
and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented
terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information appear
in a natural and logical order.

• Add more visuals to explain what to expect in a specific task. Children, espe-
cially ones with ASD, are visual learners. So, we implemented graphic visuals
to augment understanding.

• When asking to distinguish between two waves, put a visual on the screen to
indicate the first and second wave. (R4), (R3)

Help and Documentation
Even though it is better if the system can be used without docu-
mentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation.
Any such information should be easily available to the user, focus
on the user’s task, provide multimedia demonstration of tasks to
be carried out, and not be too large.

• Provide a separate guidebook to help with the hardware setup and personaliza-
tion procedure. (R2)

• Include a video tutorial of the personalization procedure within the app to
prepare the user and give the user a general idea of what the personalization
procedure is like. (R4)

Responsiveness
Each action performed by children with autism (for instance click
and select) should have no latency as children with autism have a
shorter attention span, typically forget quickly and can easily get
frustrated.

• Break up the meditation into shorter pieces, as children with ASD are probably
not going to be able to sit through 5 consecutive minutes of instruction. (R2),
(R3)

• Be able to account for this shorter attention span via stop, play, and replay
audio play options. (R3)

• Have the green text buttons appear upon loading the screen instead of having
them load after the user hits play. (R3)

User interface
The change on the screens of user interface of the system should
take place step-by-step as children with ASD will not be able to
cope with sudden or drastic changes made.

• Add an intermediate screen between the Breathing Rate page and themeditation
for more instruction about the meditation. (R2)

• Break up the part where the user practices breathing with the vibrations into
three parts: 1) inhaling with one pattern, 2) exhaling with the other pattern, 3)
combining both. (R4)

• Implement a real-time way of adjusting the vibration pattern while the vibra-
tions are playing. (R1)

User Control and Freedom
Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need
a clearly marked ‘emergency exit’ to leave the unwanted state
without having to go through an extended dialogue. Support undo
and redo. The system should allow users to move from one part to
another and provide the facility to repetitively perform activities.

• Have play/pause/replay audio options

Aesthetic and Minimalist Design
The design of user interface screens should not contain informa-
tion which is irrelevant or rarely needed as it may distract these
children’s attention. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue
competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes
their relative visibility.

• (R2) liked the graphics.
• (R4) And (R2) found the image of the tactor strapped to the hairy leg distracting.
• Change green text buttons so that it has a white background (R5)
• Move buttons placed at the bottom of the screen closer to the instructions/play
button. (R5), (R3)

• Remove buttons such as “I can no longer feel it” and “I can barely feel it” that
function like a Continue button. Just make it a Continue button. (R5)

Inconspicuousness
Could the system be used without drawing much attention, even
in public spaces?

• It can be used in public without drawing too much attention. (R1)

Context-appropriate
Was the system adequately tailored towards the main target pop-
ulation, with their specific needs in mind?

• You may need to implement progressive desensitization to get patients used to
the sensation of the vibration. (R4)

Universal Usability
Did the system lend itself to being accessible and adaptable to a
wide range of potential users, while having a reasonable learning
curve?
Personalizability newline Was the system personalizable and
accommodating for users with different characteristics and pref-
erences?

• Allow the user to manually adjust the vibration patterns instead of setting it
up for them. (R5)

• Have an option to adjust text size for people with visual impairments. (R1)
• Allow the UI to adapt to dark mode. (R1)

Multi-modal Communication
Users should be given the option to use different devices to provide
input to the system. The communication between users and the
system should take place using multimedia (text, digitised audio,
images, animation, video and others).

• Add a visual to help guide the user through the inhalation and exhalation with
the vibrations practice round. (R4)

• You could also have someone (caregiver, therapist) model the breathing tech-
nique for the child. (R4)
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Table 3: Inter-system communication commands

COMMAND # COMMAND FROM TO EFFECT PROMPTED BY

1 A App All devices Reset BPM/HR measurement timer on
device

Audio starting to play on app

2 B Peripheral device Central device Play default pattern/flush queue on
central, send B command back to pe-
ripheral to play default pattern/flush
queue (command 3)

A button pressed on peripheral

3 B Central device Peripheral device Play default pattern/flush queue on pe-
ripheral

B command received from peripheral
(command 2), or A button pressed on
central

4 B Pacer device App Prompt phone to send B command to
all devices (command 5)

A button pressed on device

5 B App All pacer devices Play default pattern/flush queue on de-
vice, (if flush) prompt device to send
pattern data to phone (commands 10
and 12)

B command received from device (com-
mand 4)

6 C App All pacer devices Flush queue on device, prompt device
to send pattern data to phone (com-
mands 10 and 12)

Instruction to stop from phone

7 D Peripheral device Central device Disconnect central from peripheral
and initialize peripheral role

B button pressed on peripheral

8 H App All pacer devices Play given pattern (inhale/exhale ramp
up, ramp down, pulse) on device

Instruction to play from phone

9 I App All pacer devices Adjust inPersonalizationProcedure
flag to instruct device to either ignore
pattern data (don’t send to phone or
save to device’s NVM) if procedure
in progress, or to save/send data
normally if procedure no longer in
progress

Personalization procedure start/finish

10 K A pacer device App Send pattern H command string(s) to
phone, to be eventually sent up to RED-
Cap server

B command or C command received
from phone (flush command 5, or com-
mand 6), or bluetooth connection es-
tablished with phone

11 S App All pacer devices Save given pattern (inhale/exhale
ramp up, ramp down, pulse) to device’s
NVM

Instruction to save from phone

12 T A pacer device App Send pattern data array(s) to phone,
to be eventually sent up to REDCap
server; last array in set at the time
prompts phone to send W command
to all devices (command 14) and send
data up to REDCap server (command
17)

B command or C command received
from phone (flush command 5, or com-
mand 6), or bluetooth connection es-
tablished with phone

13 V A pacer device App Send BPM/HR values to phone to feed
into personalization procedure

Conclusion of BPM/HR measurement
period

14 W App All pacer devices Wipes all saved pattern data from de-
vice’s NVM

Last pattern data array in set received
by phone (command 12)

15 X A pacer device App Prompt phone to send X command to
all devices (command 16)

B button pressed on device

16 X App All pacer devices Disconnect device from phone and ad-
vertise accordingly (device A for 1 sec-
ond, device B continuously)

X command received from device
(command 15)

17 RC App REDCap server Send pattern and personalization data
up to REDCap server

Last pattern data array in set received
by phone (command 12)
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